call for papers
acm '75
OCTOBER 20-22
MINNEAPOLIS

Our ACM '75 National Conference will be held in the enjoyable Twin City area of St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Ben Rosen, ACM '75 Technical Program Chairman, invites you to submit a paper on any topic of current interest in the computer field. The technical program will consist of sessions organized by the Special Interest Groups, sessions devoted to special topics, and tutorials, as well as, panel discussions. Papers suitable for any of these sessions are welcome.

Scott Robbins, ACM '75 Student Affairs Chairman, also invites Students to submit papers for the special student sessions.

Papers submitted must not have been previously publicly presented or published and should include a 100-150 word abstract, comprehensive bibliography, and any figures or tables needed. A paper should not exceed 6 printed pages in the proceedings. Submitted papers will be reviewed by either an appropriate SIG/SIC or by members of the technical program committee or both.

Papers are due no later than March 1, 1975. After the papers are reviewed and accepted, an Author's Kit outlining the requirements for final paper submission will be sent to each Author(s).

To help the SIGS and the Technical Program Committee to plan for ACM '75, Ben Rosen would appreciate receiving the information requested below.

Earl C. Joseph, ACM '75 General Chairman, cordially invites you to come, participate, learn, and enjoy yourself at ACM '75 — whether or not you submit a paper.